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P2D Platform Release Notes Sprint 43 

(Connect 4 - Sprint 1) 

If your PC has not been restarted after the software has been deployed, please ensure you do this or refresh 

your browser. 

Throughout the coming months, you may see new functionality appear whilst we prepare for upcoming 

changes. Please be assured, you will be actively advised on how these will impact you, but for the time being 

please carry on as you are as these are purely visual changes. If you wish to hear more about these exciting 

updates, please do not hesitate to contact us.   

Sort and Filter Products by Status 

This will be a new functionality launching later this year, suppliers will be able to sort and filter their products 

by status. This will enable review of traces that require action. This functionality is not yet in use but you will 

see a visual change.  Wording is also subject to change in the future. 

To sort, the supplier will be able to click the status column. 

 

To filter, there will be a dropdown that has the 2 options of Review Pending and Rejected 
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Platform now shows Site Name instead of Company Name when swapping 

site accounts  

When attempting to select another account for log in, the company name used to be displayed, along with the 

account code - i.e. 

Marks and Spencer plc (MRKS0012) 

This was not fully user friendly, so has been updated to display the site name - so the above would now be :-  

M&S Motherwell Eire (MRKS0012) 

 

 

 

Private Attestation change 

Any shelf-stable products not containing meat should now please use the private attestation trace. The private 

attestation trace requires far fewer fields to be completed and no raw material traces. The Composite-

attestation trace will be no longer be available from April for new products. 

The regulation regarding private attestation has recently been updated requiring the address of the 

manufacturing plant to be added to the trace, this will be added for you in all existing traces. For any new 

traces, please add the manufacturing address (aligned with Traces NT) in the product set up tab. 

 


